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Ta’lim Test II

Karim Sharif, Qa’id Ta’lim

Deadline to take the 2017 Ta’lim Test II is Thursday, November 9, 2017. If you have not yet taken the test, please take the test as soon as possible.

The test can be taken online in English or Urdu. Please contact your Za’im for your login credentials if you do not have them.

If you have any questions about taking the test, please contact your Za’im or Qa’id Ta’lim.

Wassalam,
Karim A. Sharif
Serving as Qa’id Ta’lim
Majlis Ansarullah, USA

National Ijtima Survey Results - Part II

Here are the rest of the Ijtima survey results. First installment of the results was shared in the previous issue of this newsletter. Complete survey results are available on our website.

Talqin Amal—Ansar Hotline (refugees, scholarships, and visiting the elderly) [Saturday]

386 responses

Helping refugees (Urdu) [Saturday]

381 responses
Health Tests (diabetes, blood pressure, cholesterol, etc.)
361 responses

How were the sports competitions conducted?
396 responses

Food quality was
448 responses
Food setup/distribution was
440 responses

- Excellent: 77.7%
- Satisfactory: 20%
- Poor: 2.1%

Send us your stories of brotherhood, Ijtima memories, or any other inspiring experience that we can share with Ansar brothers via this e-newsletter.
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